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Abstract

Tracking an audio-visual target involves integrating spatial cues about target position
from both modalities. Such sensory cue integration is a developmental process in the
brain involving learning, with neuroplasticity as its underlying mechanism. We present
a Hebbian learning-based adaptive neural circuit for multi-modal cue integration. The
circuit temporally correlates stimulus cues within each modality via intramodal learn-
ing as well as symmetrically across modalities via crossmodal learning to indepen-
dently update modality-specific neural weights on a sample-by-sample basis. It is
realised as a robotic agent that must orient towards a moving audio-visual target. It
continuously learns the best possible weights required for a weighted combination of
auditory and visual spatial target directional cues that is directly mapped to robot wheel
velocities to elicit an orientation response. Visual directional cues are noise-free and
continuous but arising from a relatively narrow receptive field while auditory direc-
tional cues are noisy and intermittent but arising from a relatively wider receptive field.
Comparative trials in simulation demonstrate that concurrent intramodal learning im-
proves both the overall accuracy and precision of the orientation responses of sym-
metric crossmodal learning. We also demonstrate that symmetric crossmodal learning
improves multisensory responses as compared to asymmetric crossmodal learning. The
neural circuit also exhibits multisensory effects such as sub-additivity, additivity and
super-additivity.
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1. Introduction

We constantly utilise multimodal sensory cues to perceive and localise moving ob-
jects in our environment. These multimodal cues, generated by rich sensorimotor expe-
riences and behaviours, are often correlated in both space and time. Visual and auditory
directional cues are often combined together in spatial localisation tasks. This permits5

the determination of the spatial location of an audio-visual target via spatiotemporal
combination of these cues. Spatial acuity of the auditory and visual senses are biased
towards different regions in the sensory space. The auditory sense is more accurate
at the periphery than in the frontal space, while the visual sense is biased towards the
frontal space than towards the periphery Odegaard et al. (2015). During bimodal spa-10

tial localisation auditory and visual biases must either dominate the other or must be
combined together via some weighting scheme in the neural substrates. There is some
evidence from fMRI studies suggesting that both auditory and visual neural substrates
share resources Smith et al. (2010). Visual and auditory afferents converge on to mul-
tisensory neurons in the superior colliculus (SC) Stein & Meredith (1993), which is a15

central region for multisensory integration in the midbrain. The multisensory neurons
in the SC have different but overlapping spatial receptive fields corresponding to the
different sensory modalities. These neurons exhibit crossmodal enhancement in the
presence of two (or more) different sensory stimuli that are spatially coincident. This
enhancement is manifested as a neural response that is significantly greater than indi-20

vidual modality-specific responses and can even exceed their sum (termed as super-
additivity) Wallace et al. (1998). Multisensory neuron receptive fields are relatively
large, and even when visual and auditory spatial stimuli lie within their respective
receptive fields there can be significant spatial disparities between them. The multi-
sensory brain can deal with such “noise ” in multisensory stimuli to generate optimal25

orientation saccades and smooth pursuit movements. Enhanced saccadic orientation
behaviour is characterised by reduced saccadic reaction time and increased probability
of correct orientation. The responses of multisensory SC neurons reflect such enhanced
saccadic orientation towards a visual target in presence of a spatially coincident audi-
tory stimulus Schröger & Widmann (1998); Stein et al. (1989). Psychophysical evi-30

dence of reduced saccadic reaction times to visual targets in the presence of temporally
or spatially close auditory stimuli has been reported in the literature Colonius & Pe-
tra (2001). The SC has also been implicated in multisensory integration phenomena
where the binding of the perceptual information from multiple modalities is arbitrary.
An example of such arbitrary multisensory binding is associating the sound of an ob-35

ject breaking with seeing a cat fleeing the scene of the event. We limit the focus of this
study to multimodal directional cue combination, where the information from multiple
modalities is essentially the same—the spatial location of the target.

A number of neural network models reported in the literature incorporate many
spatial proximity rules (see Pouget et al. (2002) for a review). A time-window-of-40

integration model for multimodal spatial cue combination in saccadic movements ac-
counts for this psychophysical evidence by incorporating rules of temporal proximity
Colonius & Diederich (2004). Multimodal cue combination is conventionally mod-
elled by Bayesian approaches at the single-neuron as well as population level (for a
review see Ursino et al. (2014)). Although Bayesian models perform optimal spatial45
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cue combination at the behavioural level, the approach does not reveal much about
the underlying mechanisms. These models typically represent neuronal responses with
likelihood functions that have multivariate Gaussian or Poisson distributions. Bayesian
multimodal cue combination applies a weighted sum to multimodal spatial cues. Cues
are weighted by their corresponding reliabilities that are derived from their correspond-50

ing likelihood functions. This ensures that the combination result is biased towards the
more reliable cue, implying that reliable cues dominate the result. Audio-visual mul-
timodal cue combination has also been investigated under the Bayesian framework
David & David (2006). Psychophysical bimodal localisation experiments demonstrate
the dominance of the more reliable sensory modality over and are corroborated by pre-55

dictions made by Bayesian models Ursino et al. (2014). The underlying assumption
that all Bayesian approaches share is that the synaptic weights representing the cue
reliabilities are fixed because the corresponding likelihood functions are known and
fixed. However, neurophysiological evidence from recording of multisensory neuron
responses suggests that the synaptic weights increase or decrease with relative cue reli-60

ability Morgan et al. (2008); Fetsch et al. (2012). This suggests that synaptic plasticity
and learning play an important role in multimodal spatial cue combination.

It is not clear whether learning in multimodal spatial cue combination is intramodal,
crossmodal or both. Crossmodal learning implies that a cue from one sensory modal-
ity modifies the synaptic weight of a cue from another modality. This may be either65

asymmetric or symmetric across modalities. Asymmetric crossmodal learning implies
that the sensory cue of only one modality modifies the synaptic weight of the sensory
cue from another modality. Symmetry implies that each modalities participating in cue
combination update the synaptic weight of the other. Intramodal learning implies that
the synaptic weight for a cue is only modified by preceding cues from the same modal-70

ity. Assuming that the reliability of sensory cues can change independently over time,
asymmetric crossmodal learning may result in incorrect weight updates. This is espe-
cially relevant in audio-visual target tracking tasks, where auditory and visual receptive
fields overlap. Under asymmetric crossmodal learning, any errors in the sensory cue
that influences the synaptic weight of the other cue can result in a worse multisen-75

sory estimate of the target’s spatial location. Symmetric crossmodal learning may then
improve multisensory estimates by allowing each modality to influence the synaptic
weight of the other. Such bi-directional error compensation across modalities may im-
prove the overall multisensory estimates of the target’s spatial location after weighted
cue combination. This by itself however does not necessarily guarantee optimal or80

even near-optimal cue combination. Intramodal learning within modalities may also
independently and concurrently influence the corresponding synaptic weights. This
may generate near-optimal sensory cue combination and further improve multisensory
estimates of the target’s spatial location.

1.1. Contribution of the present work85

We have previously reported a model for audio-visual guidance of orientation be-
haviour in robotic localisation of a static target Shaikh et al. (2017). The model realised
multimodal spatial cue combination at the decision level, i.e. it modulated the motor
commands generated from one sensory modality (audition) directly via another sensor
modality (vision) without explicitly learning the optimal modulation. The approach90
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Figure 1: Our previously proposed adaptive neural circuit (redrawn from Shaikh et al. (2018)) embodied
as a robotic agent. The auditory and visual directional cues, respectively xa(t) and xv(t), are extracted by
the robot and are adaptively integrated together to compute multisensory orientation responses. Intramodal
adaptation is driven by temporal correlation within sensory modalities. Crossmodal adaptation is driven by
temporal correlation across sensory modalities, but in an asymmetric manner. The asymmetry stems from
the fact that only the neural weight for the auditory directional cue is updated via crossmodal learning. The
neural weight for the visual directional cue is only updated via intramodal learning.

presented here builds upon our previously reported approach for multimodal spatial cue
combination that combined auditory and visual directional cues Shaikh et al. (2018).
In our earlier approach we developed an adaptive neural circuit (Fig. 1) that utilised
a noise-free and reliable visual cue to learn an appropriate neural weight of a noisy
and relatively less reliable auditory cue. The neural circuit was instantiated as a con-95

troller for a robotic agent that must localise and track a moving audio-visual target. We
demonstrated that inclusion of intramodal learning in both sensory modalities improved
the multisensory orientation response in comparison to crossmodal-only learning.

In our earlier architecture, only the noisy and relatively less reliable auditory cue
weight was updated by both crossmodal learning, while the noise-free and reliable vi-100

sual cue weight was not. The adaptive neural circuit presented here differs from our
earlier architecture in that here the neural cue weights of both the auditory and vi-
sual directional cues are updated concurrently via independent instances of crossmodal
learning. The learning of the neural cue weight of the auditory directional cue is in-
fluenced by the visual directional cue and the learning of the neural cue weight of the105
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visual directional cue is influenced by the auditory directional cue. Therefore, the noisy
and less reliable auditory directional cue influences the neural cue weight of the noise-
free and reliable visual directional cue. This implies that the circuit presented here
utilises symmetric crossmodal learning across modalities in both directions, as com-
pared to the asymmetric crossmodal learning utilised in our earlier architecture. The110

neural cue weights for both modalities are also concurrently updated via independent
instances of intramodal learning as in our earlier architecture.

The adaptive neural circuit is embodied as a non-holonomic mobile robot agent in
simulation that must localise and track an audio-visual target via rotational movements.
The target emits an intermittent tone with a sound frequency of 2.2 kHz and moves with115

randomly varying linear velocity along a linear motion path in front of the robot. Audi-
tory directional cue is extracted via a previously reported model Christensen-Dalsgaard
& Manley (2005) of the lizard peripheral auditory system Wever (1978). Visual direc-
tional cue is considered as the relative normalised location of the target inside the visual
receptive field of the robot. A single multisensory neuron computes robot wheel ve-120

locities on a moment-by-moment basis, as a weighted summation of the auditory and
visual directional cues, that allow the robot to rotate. The symmetric intramodal and
crossmodal learning implemented here utilise Input Correlation (ICO) learning Porr
& Wörgötter (2006) to simultaneously update the neural cue weights for both sensory
modalities. ICO learning is a correlation-based, unsupervised, closed-loop learning125

algorithm adapted from differential Hebbian learning Kosko (1986); Klopf (1988).
Here we aim to validate our hypothesis in the case of symmetric multimodal spa-

tial cue combination, that intramodal learning enhances crossmodal learning and the
resultant multisensory orientation responses in an audio-visual target tracking task. We
test this hypothesis in two robotic tracking scenarios—(a) when the audio-visual target130

starts from the outside the visual spatial receptive field of the robot and (b) when the
audio-visual target starts from inside the visual spatial receptive field of the robot. In
both scenarios one modality is noisy and the other is unreliable in that the auditory
modality is noisy, while the visual modality has a limited field-of-view. We conduct
ten independent simulation trials for each of these two scenarios. For each scenario135

we comparatively evaluate the tracking performance of the robot, in terms of the orien-
tation error, for crossmodal-only learning and concurrent intramodal and crossmodal
learning. We demonstrate that concurrent intramodal learning enhances symmetric
crossmodal learning and improves both the accuracy and precision of multisensory re-
sponses. We also determine that our proposed neural circuit exhibits multisensory ef-140

fects such as multisensory depression (sub-additivity) and multisensory enhancement
(additivity and super-additivity) Stanford et al. (2005). Finally we demonstrate that
symmetric crossmodal learning as in our proposed neural circuit, as opposed to asym-
metric crossmodal learning as in our previous architecture, also improves both the ac-
curacy and precision of multisensory responses.145

This article is structured in the following manner. We describe the modelling of the
visual and auditory directional cues in Section 2. The lizard peripheral auditory system
model and its response characteristics are also briefly described in Section 2. We also
present the adaptive neural circuit and describe its operation in Section 2. We conclude
Section 2 with a description of the experimental setup. We present and discuss the150

simulation results in Section 3. We summarise the research in Section 4.
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Figure 2: Auditory and visual directional cues. A. Cross-section (top) of the Sceloporus lizard peripheral
auditory system (borrowed from Christensen-Dalsgaard & Manley (2005)). Electrical model (bottom) of the
peripheral auditory system (based on Fletcher (1992) and redrawn from Zhang (2009)). B. Target auditory
directional cue represented as a binaural subtraction of currents iI and iC given by (1). The y-axis corresponds
to the frequency of sinusoids presented as input to the auditory model. C. Encoding of target directional cue
in the visual receptive field.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sensory information

The auditory directional cue is extracted by a model of the peripheral auditory sys-
tem (top illustration in Fig. 2A) of a lizard. This model is used purely due to its ease155

of availability. The system translates tiny phase differences (corresponding to micro-
second scale interaural time differences or ITDs) between sound arriving at either ear
into relatively larger differences in perceived sound amplitude at either ear. Since the
phase differences are dependent on the direction from which sound is coming, the dif-
ferences in perceived sound amplitude at either ear correspond to the sound direction.160

This conversion is accomplished by very specific acoustic filtering effects of the sys-
tem’s structural properties. The system responds to sound waves of wavelengths 340-
85 mm, corresponding to frequencies of 1-4 kHz. The biophysics of the operation of
the lizard peripheral auditory system is described thoroughly in Christensen-Dalsgaard
& Manley (2005).165

This system has been modelled by an electrical model (bottom illustration in Fig. 2A)
of the peripheral auditory system Fletcher (1992). Voltages VI and VC are the inputs to
the model. VI models sound pressure at the ipsilateral (closer to the sound source) ear.
VC models sound pressure at the contralateral (further away from the sound source) ear.
Impedances Zr and Zv together model the total acoustic filtering realised by the system.170

Currents iI and iC are the outputs of the model. iI models the overall eardrum vibrations
of the ipsilateral eardrum and iC models the overall eardrum vibrations of the contralat-
eral eardrum. These eardrum vibrations correspond to the perceived sound amplitude
at either ear, and encode sound direction information. This information (Fig. 2B) is
mathematically formulated as175 ∣∣∣∣ iI

iC

∣∣∣∣= ∣∣∣∣GI ·VI +GC ·VC

GC ·VI +GI ·VC

∣∣∣∣≡ 20(log |iI|− log |iC|)dB. (1)
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Figure 3: Experimental setup. A. Non-holonomic robot kinematics. B. Experimental arena.

GI and GC respectively are sound frequency-specific (1-2.2 kHz) ipsilateral and
contralateral gains applied by the acoustic filtering. The values of these gains are
experimentally determined by laser vibrometry measurements of eardrum vibrations
Christensen-Dalsgaard & Manley (2005). The acoustic filtering is implemented via
4th-order digital bandpass filters with infinite impulse response. The peripheral au-180

ditory system, its equivalent circuit model and response characteristics have been re-
ported earlier Shaikh (2012) in detail and summarised here for the sake of clarity. The
auditory direction cue as given by (1) is used as the auditory signal input xa to the
adaptive neural circuit.

The visual directional cue is modelled as the location of the target inside the visual185

receptive field (Fig. 2C) relative to the centre of the visual receptive field. The visual
field has an horizontal angular spread of 57◦ and a depth of 4 m. These values are cho-
sen to be the same as a standard Microsoft Kinect V1 camera sensor. This is because it
is planned that this sensor will be used on the real robot which will eventually be used
to implement the proposed neural circuit as part of the project. The visual directional190

cue is zero when the target is outside the visual receptive field, and geometrically com-
puted to lie within the range [−1,+1] when the target is inside the visual receptive field.
The visual directional cue is +1 at the right edge of the visual receptive field and−1 at
the left edge of the visual field. When the target is in the middle of the visual receptive
field the visual directional cue is zero. From either edge of the visual receptive field to195

its centre, the visual directional cue varies 1:1 with the angular position of the target.

2.2. Robotic implementation

The robotic agent is modelled as a two-wheeled differential drive robot which im-
poses non-holonomic kinematic constraints (Fig. 3A). The linear separation l between
the wheels is 16 cm. Two simulated acoustic sensors that functionally mimic micro-200

phones capture the auditory signal emitted by the target. The linear separation between
the sensors is 13 mm because the parameters of the peripheral auditory model have
been derived for a lizard specimen with an ear separation of 13 mm. The distance be-
tween the two acoustic sensors must match this value to maintain a match between the
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actual ITD cues available for localisation and the ITD cues to which the peripheral au-205

ditory model is tuned. The peripheral auditory model translates the ITD cues available
from the raw auditory signals into the auditory directional cue xa =

∣∣∣ iI
iC

∣∣∣ as described
earlier. The visual directional cue xv is extracted as described earlier by a virtual visual
sensor located at the robot’s centre that functionally mimics a Microsoft Kinect V1
camera. The directional cues xv and xa are fed to the neural circuit as described in the210

next section. To determine the pose [x,y,θ ] of the robot, the forward kinematic model
for differential drive mobile robots Dudek & Jenkin (2010) as given by (2) is used. In
(2), (x,y) are the two-dimensional coordinates of the robot and θ is its orientation.

x
y
θ

=

cos(ωδ t) −sin(ωδ t) 0
sin(ωδ t) cos(ωδ t) 0

0 0 1

 Dsin(θ)
−Dcos(θ)

θ


+

x−Dsin(θ)
y+Dcos(θ)

ωδ


where, angular velocity ω =

(vr− vl)
l

, and

distance D from instantaneous center of

curvature =
l
2

(vr + vl)
(vr− vl)

(2)

2.3. Experimental setup

The audio-visual tracking task is defined as follows. A simulated robotic agent215

must track a simulated audio-visual target that moves along a fixed but unknown pre-
defined motion path by rotating on-the-spot (Fig. 3B). The target moves in a straight
line from the right side of the robot to the left. The linear velocity of the target is
randomly varied between 0-10 m/time step a random number of times. Each time the
velocity is changed to a new value, the number of simulation time steps after which220

this occurs is also randomly varied between 5-10 time steps. This strategy attempts to
simulate intermittent movements prevalent in real world scenarios. The target emits a
2.2 kHz sinusoidal tone as the auditory signal. We simulate two sinusoids having this
frequency as the binaural input to the auditory model, modelling two paths travelled
by the sound from the target to either acoustic sensor. The sinusoids have identical and225

fixed peak-to-peak amplitude but a phase difference δφ in radians calculated as

δφ = 2π · f · d · sin(θ)
c

, (3)

where f = 2.2 kHz is the frequency of the input sinusoids, d = 13 mm is the physical
separation between the two acoustic sensors and c = 340 m/s is the speed of sound in
air. θ is the sound direction relative to the frontal axis passing through the two acoustic
sensors. The term d · sin(θ) in (3) is the difference in the path lengths of the two230

acoustic signals arriving at the two acoustic sensors.
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Using larger physical separation between the two acoustic sensors will generate
greater ITD cues and has been shown to generate good localisation performance using
robotic implementations of the lizard auditory model Shaikh et al. (2010). However,
increasing the physical separation does not translate into greater phase difference as235

given by (3). The following example confirms this statement. The peak binaural differ-
ence response, as given by (1) of the lizard auditory model for a physical separation of
d = 13 mm is obtained for a sound frequency f = 1.5 kHz. Substituting these sound fre-
quency and physical separation values in (3), for the most extreme sound direction of
θ = 90◦, the phase difference can be determined as δφ = 2π ·1.5kHz · 13mm·sin(90◦)

340000mm/s ≡240

0.36036 radians. The peak binaural difference response of the lizard auditory model for
a physical separation of d = 100 mm is obtained for a sound frequency f = 0.195 kHz
(1.5kHz · 13mm

100mm = 0.195kHz). Substituting these sound frequency and physical sep-
aration values in (3), for the most extreme sound direction of θ = 90◦, the phase dif-
ference can be determined as δφ = 2π · 0.195kHz · 100mm·sin(90◦)

340000mm/s ≡ 0.36036 radians.245

Therefore, there is no distinct advantage in using a larger physical separation than
13 mm. Level differences present at the two microphones are only significant if the mi-
crophones are relatively far apart from each other, or if there is an physical obstruction
having dimensions greater than the half-wavelength of the sound frequency in ques-
tion between them. There is no physical obstruction between the two acoustic sensors250

and thus level differences between the two acoustic signals arriving at the two sensors
are non-existent. Furthermore, the directional response of the lizard auditory model
is dependent only on relative phase differences (corresponding to ITDs) between its
sinusoidal acoustic inputs. For these reasons, level differences are not simulated.

White Gaussian noise with a signal-to-noise ratio of 20 dB is added to this signal to255

simulate a noisy cue with relatively low reliability. The target emits the auditory signal
intermittently with a random duty cycle, i.e. the emission is active for a random number
of simulation time steps between 10–15 and off for a random number of simulation
time steps between 5–10. This strategy simulates auditory events that are noisy and
intermittent as typically observed in real-world situations, thereby exhibiting relatively260

low reliability. The visual signal however is noise-free and continuous, simulating a
visual detection event with a relatively high reliability.

2.4. Adaptive neural circuit

Figure 4 depicts the adaptive neural circuit. At each simulation time step t, a single
multisensory neuron computes the common motor velocity |v| = |vl| = |vr| of robot265

as the weighted sum of auditory and visual directional cues xa and xv respectively.
Multimodal spatial cue combination is therefore modelled as

|v|= wv xv(t)+wa xa(t) . (4)

In (4) wa and wv are the synaptic weights corresponding respectively to the auditory
and visual directional cues. The signs for vl and vr are pre-assigned according the
direction in which the robot must turn.270

We define two intramodal learning rules and two crossmodal learning rules. The au-
ditory cue weight can be simultaneously but independently updated by the intramodal

9



  

Figure 4: The adaptive neural circuit embodied as a robotic agent. xa(t) and xv(t) are respectively the
auditory and visual directional cues extracted by the robot that are adaptively fused to compute multisensory
orientation responses. Crossmodal adaptation is driven by temporal correlation across sensory modalities,
while intramodal adaptation is driven by temporal correlation within sensory modalities.

learning rule

δwa = µxa(t)
δxa(t)

δ t
, (5)

as well as the crossmodal learning rule

δwa = µxa(t)
δxv(t)

δ t
. (6)

Similarly, the visual cue weight can be simultaneously but independently updated275

by the intramodal learning rule

δwv = µxv(t)
δxv(t)

δ t
, (7)

as well as the crossmodal learning rule

δwv = µxv(t)
δxa(t)

δ t
. (8)

10



  

Whether a learning rule is enabled or not depends on the experimental design. In
trials where only crossmodal learning is desired, only the crossmodal learning rules are
enabled and the intramodal learning rules are disabled. In trials where both crossmodal280

and intramodal learning is desired, all the four learning rules are enabled. All learning
rules employ the same learning rate η but are independent of each other. The learning
rate η is optimised via trial and error for the given task (target starting either outside
or inside the visual receptive field) to minimise oscillations in the weight updates. Sig-
nificantly large values of η imply significantly large weight updates which may cause285

the robot to significantly overshoot the target and subsequently rotate backwards by a
significantly large amount to correct for the overshoot. This can lead to undesirable
oscillatory orientation behaviour. Significantly small values for η imply insignificant
weight updates which may cause the robot to rotate by insignificant amounts and lag
behind the target, leading to undesirable sluggish behaviour.290

2.5. Circuit operation and learning
For crossmodal-only learning, when the target is outside the visual receptive field,

the auditory cue weight wa and the visual cue weight wv are not updated and remain
fixed at their initial values. When the target is inside the visual receptive field, both
the auditory cue weight wa and the visual cue weight wv are updated via their corre-295

sponding crossmodal learning rules given respectively by (6) and (8). The auditory cue
weight update is driven by computing the cross-correlation between the auditory signal
and the first-order derivative of the visual signal with respect to time. This correlation
determines the amount of by which the weight is updated. The correlation is greater
when the target is at the extremes of the auditory receptive field and the visually per-300

ceived target motion is fast. This implies greater weight updates. The correlation is
smaller when the target is closer to the centre of the auditory receptive field and the
visually perceived target motion is slow. This implies smaller weight updates. Thus,
the weight updates are dependent on the distance of the target from the centre of the
auditory receptive field and the visually perceived speed of the target. This mechanism305

ensures that the weight updates progressively get relatively smaller the closer the tar-
get moves to the centre of the auditory receptive field and the slower it moves. This
allows the weights to stabilise when the target is in the centre of the auditory receptive
field, i.e. when the robot is pointing directly towards the target, and consequently the
learning to converge. The intramodal learning rules given by (5) and (7) are disabled,310

so no intramodal learning occurs, irrespective of whether the target is inside the visual
receptive field or not.

For concurrent crossmodal and intramodal learning, when the target is outside the
visual receptive field, only the auditory cue weight wa is updated via its corresponding
intramodal learning rule given by (5). The visual cue weight wv remains fixed at its ini-315

tial value. When the target is inside the visual receptive field, the auditory cue weight
wa is simultaneously but independently updated via both its corresponding crossmodal
and intramodal learning rules given respectively by (6) and (5). The visual cue weight
wv is also simultaneously but independently updated via both its corresponding cross-
modal and intramodal learning rules given respectively by (8) and (7).320

We perform two sets of trials to evaluate the performance of the proposed adaptive
neural circuit in audio-visual target tracking. In the first set, the target starts from
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outside the visual receptive field while in the second set the target starts from inside the
visual receptive field. The latter scenario allows us to rule out any bias in the model or
the experimental design. For each set, twenty independent trials are performed— ten325

with only crossmodal learning enabled and ten with both crossmodal and intramodal
learning enabled. For all trials where the target starts from outside the visual receptive
field, the learning rate µ is set to 0.015. For all trials where the target starts from inside
the visual receptive field, the learning rate µ is set to 0.04. For all trials, the initial
values of the cue weights are randomly chosen as wv = 0.01 and wa = 0.07. The robot330

is initially pointing straight ahead in all trials. We quantify the tracking performance in
terms of the orientation error. Orientation error is defined as the relative deviation of
the robot’s orientation from the target’s angular position.

3. Results and discussion

In this section we present the results of the simulation trials for the two scenarios—335

one where the targets starts from outside the visual receptive field and another where
the targets starts from inside the visual receptive field. The results corresponding to
the former scenario are presented in Sect. 3.1, while those corresponding to the latter
are presented in Sect. 3.2. We also present examples of the evolution of the synaptic
weights and of the computed angular velocity over time with respect to the extracted340

directional information for a single trial. One example of a trial is provided for each
scenario. Finally, we provide simulation videos showing tracking behaviour, titled
“video1.wmv ” and “video2.wmv ” corresponding to the aforementioned examples as
supplementary material. The video titled “video1.wmv ” corresponds to the scenario
where the target starts from outside the visual field. The video titled “video2.wmv345

” corresponds to the scenario where the target starts from inside the visual field.

3.1. Target starts outside the visual receptive field

Initially, when the target is outside the visual receptive field, only the auditory
signal drives orientation response as described earlier. For crossmodal-only learning
(Fig. 5A–E) the orientation error (Fig. 5E) initially decreases gradually while the tar-350

get is outside the visual receptive field. This is because the synaptic weights wv and
wa, corresponding respectively to the visual and auditory cues, are not updated under
this condition. Therefore, the angular velocity of the robot as computed via the cue
integration rule given by (4) reduces gradually. Consequently, the robot only rotates
towards the target by relatively small amounts as dictated by the initial weight values.355

The small “plateaus ” in the decrease in orientation error as visible in Fig. 5E occur
when there is no auditory information available due to the intermittent nature of the
auditory signal. The angular velocity of the robot remains unchanged when both the
auditory cue xa(t) and the visual cue xv(t) are zero. This is because in this case the
result of the cue integration is zero.360

Eventually the target enters the visual receptive field (shaded regions in Fig. 5) and
at this point both the auditory and visual cue weights are updated by their respective
crossmodal learning rules given respectively by (6) and (8), driven by the temporal cor-
relation between the auditory and visual directional cues. The target initially appears
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Figure 5: Example experimental data from a trial where the target starts from outside the visual receptive
field. A–E Data from crossmodal-only learning trials. F–J Data from concurrent crossmodal and intramodal
learning trials. The shaded regions indicate the multisensory integration window, i.e. the time period over
which the target is in the visual receptive field. Multisensory integration occurs only inside this window.
Top row Directional information extracted in the auditory and visual modalities that drives the learning.
Second row Neural weights corresponding to the auditory and visual directional cues, learned over time as
the learning progresses. Third row Angular velocity of the mobile robot. Bottom row Orientation error
over time.

near the extremes of both the auditory and visual receptive fields, and thus the audio-365
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visual directional cues are relatively large (Fig. 5A). This renders the initial update for
both the auditory and visual cue weights relatively large and positive (Fig. 5B and C).
These relatively large weight updates result in relatively large wheel velocities com-
puted via the cue integration given by (4), and thus a relatively large angular rotation
(Fig. 5D). This relatively large angular rotation may result in the robot overshooting370

the target’s angular position (Fig. 5E).
Inside the visual receptive field, visual direction information is always available

and both auditory and visual signals drive the orientation responses. The auditory cue
weight initially decreases quickly because the crossmodal update rule given by (6)
computes a negative weight update. This is because overshoots cause a reversal in the375

sign of the auditory directional cue xa(t). Subsequent weight updates to the auditory
cue weight are relatively small. This is because the initial relatively large angular rota-
tion aligns the target relatively well with the centres of the robot’s auditory and visual
receptive fields. Therefore, both the auditory and visual directional cues are relatively
small. This implies that the corresponding weight updates are also relatively small.380

These relatively small weight updates are sufficient for the audio-visual cue integra-
tion to try to center the target within the robot’s auditory and visual receptive fields.
However, the result of cue integration is noisy due to the noise present in the auditory
directional cue, resulting in oscillatory robot motion. Throughout the trial, the robot
really only begins to lag significantly behind the target when the intermittent auditory385

signal disappears and the only the visual signal drives the orientation response. There-
fore, updates to the visual cue weight are significant only when the auditory signal
is present, as evident by the occasional “jumps ” visible in Fig. 5C. Finally, when the
target exits the visual receptive field the crossmodal update rules are disabled, so no
learning takes place. Therefore, the weights are not updated any further and the robot390

no longer adapts its multisensory responses to the sensory directional cues.
When both intramodal and crossmodal learning are enabled (Fig. 5F–J) the orien-

tation error initially decreases relatively quickly (Fig. 5J) while the target is outside
the visual receptive field. This is because intramodal learning updates the auditory
cue weight outside the visual receptive field as expected. Since the target is near the395

extremes of the auditory receptive field, the initial weight update computed by the in-
tramodal learning rule (5) is relatively large (Fig. 5G). The visual cue weight remains
unchanged (Fig. 5H) while the target is outside the visual field, rendering xv = 0. Con-
sequently, the cue integration rule computes relatively large wheel velocities driven by
auditory directional cues only that orient the robot relatively quickly towards the target.400

This initial turn is large enough to align the target well with the centres of the robot’s
auditory and visual receptive fields.

As soon as the target enters the visual receptive field, both the auditory and visual
cue weights are concurrently updated via intramodal and crossmodal weight update
rules. The auditory cue weight wa is independently updated by the intramodal learn-405

ing rule (5) as well as the crossmodal learning rule (6). The visual cue weight wv is
independently updated by the intramodal learning rule (7) as well as the crossmodal
learning rule (8). This increased contribution to weight updates for both the auditory
and visual cues results in the cue integration computing relatively larger wheel ve-
locities. Consequently, the robot also turns with a greater angular velocity (Fig. 5I).410

This may result in the robot overshooting and leading the target, but these overshoots
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are compensated for relatively quickly by an immediate turn in the opposite direction.
This is because when the robot is leading the target the signs of the auditory and visual
directional cues, respectively xa and xv, are reversed. This implies that the wheel ve-
locity calculated by the cue integration rule is also reversed, resulting in a turn in the415

opposite direction. This relatively fast compensatory mechanism maintains the target
in the centres of the robot’s auditory and visual receptive fields and reduces the mean
orientation error (Fig. 5J). It also ensures that errors in cue integration due to noise
in the auditory cue are quickly compensated for. This also results in relatively small
weight updates for both the auditory and visual cues. As mentioned earlier, the robot420

really only lags significantly behind the target when the auditory signal disappears,
but this lag is also compensated for relatively quickly as soon as the auditory signal
reappears.

Due to the fast compensatory mechanism implemented by adding intramodal learn-
ing, the mean orientation error is relatively greater for crossmodal-only learning as425

compared to concurrent intramodal and crossmodal learning. To evaluate the perfor-
mance gain obtained with concurrent intramodal and crossmodal learning, we analyse
the orientation error while the target is inside the visual receptive field only. As clearly
visible in Fig. 5E and J, the robot is relatively well aligned with the target in both cases.
This ensures that the results are not biased by the presence or absence of intramodal430

learning before the target entered the visual receptive field. In both cases, we com-
pute both the absolute mean and standard deviation of the orientation error (Fig. 6),
calculated over the time period in which audio-visual cue integration occurs (shaded
regions in Fig. 5A–E and 5F–I). As evident, both the mean and standard deviation are
relatively lower when both intramodal and crossmodal learning occur concurrently as435

compared to when crossmodal-only learning occurs. This confirms our hypothesis that
concurrent intramodal learning enhances crossmodal learning and improves both the
accuracy and precision of multisensory orientation responses.

3.2. Target starts inside the visual receptive field

To corroborate our results from the earlier experiment where the target started from440

outside the visual field, we perform a second set of trials where the target initially starts
from inside the visual field. In this scenario, both auditory and visual directional infor-
mation is available right from the beginning of the trials. Thus both modalities drive
multisensory orientation responses. In the case of crossmodal-only learning, initially
both the auditory and visual cue weights are updated by their respective crossmodal445

learning rules [(6) and (8)], driven again by the temporal correlation between the au-
ditory and visual directional cues. The target initially starts from near the extremes of
the visual receptive field and relatively further away from the extreme of the auditory
receptive field. Thus the audio-visual directional cues are relatively large ((Fig. 7A).
This results in relatively large and positive initial weight updates for both the auditory450

and visual cues (Fig. 7B and C). The cue integration rule therefore computes relatively
large wheel velocities. Consequently, the robot initially turns with a relatively large
angular rotation (Fig. 7D). As the robot turns more and more towards the target, the
auditory and visual directional cues decrease in magnitude. Consequently the corre-
sponding weight updates also become smaller and negative, quickly reducing the audi-455
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Figure 6: Orientation performance of crossmodal-only versus concurrent intramodal and crossmodal learning
for a target starting from outside the visual receptive field. The accuracy as well as precision of orientation
responses are respectively measured, within the audio-visual integration window, as the absolute mean and
standard deviation of orientation error.

tory and visual cue weights. This relatively large angular rotation can cause the robot
to overshoot the target’s angular position (Fig. 7E).

As the target progresses further through the multisensory window, the auditory
cue weight decreases relatively slowly. Subsequent weight updates to the auditory
cue weight are relatively small. This is because the initial relatively large angular460

rotation aligns the target relatively well with the centres of the robot’s auditory and
visual receptive fields. Therefore, both the auditory and visual directional cues are
relatively small. This implies that the corresponding weight updates are also relatively
small. These relatively small weight updates implies that the cue integration rule given
by (4) computes relatively small wheel velocities (Fig.7D). As mentioned earlier, the465

robot only significantly lags behind the target when the auditory signal disappears due
to its intermittent nature and only the visual signal drives the orientation response.
When the auditory signal reappears the visual cue weight experiences relatively larger
updates (the occasional “jumps ” visible in Fig.7C) due to its corresponding crossmodal
learning rule given by (8). Therefore, the crossmodal learning eventually compensates470

for this lag. However, as mentioned earlier, the noise present in the auditory directional
cue results in noisy cue integration that leads to oscillatory robot motion. When the
target finally exits the visual receptive field the crossmodal update rules are disabled,
so no learning takes place. Therefore, the weights are not updated any further and the
robot no longer adapts its multisensory responses to the sensory directional cues.475

When both intramodal and crossmodal learning are enabled (Fig. 7F–J) the orienta-
tion error initially decreases relatively quickly (Fig. 7J). This is due to the contribution
of intramodal learning towards the weight updates for both the auditory and visual
cues. This implies relatively large weight updates, since both the intramodal learning
rules [(5) and (7)] and the crossmodal learning rules [(6) and (8)] are enabled for both480
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Figure 7: Example experimental data from a trial where the target starts from inside the visual receptive
field. A–E Data from crossmodal-only learning trials. F–J Data from concurrent crossmodal and intramodal
learning trials. The shaded regions indicate the multisensory integration window, i.e. the time period over
which the target is in the visual receptive field. Multisensory integration occurs only inside this window.
Top row Directional information extracted in the auditory and visual modalities that drives the learning.
Second row Neural weights corresponding to the auditory and visual directional cues, learned over time as
the learning progresses. Third row Angular velocity of the mobile robot. Bottom row Orientation error
over time.

the modalities. The cue integration rule consequently computes relatively larger wheel
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Figure 8: Orientation performance of crossmodal-only versus concurrent intramodal and crossmodal learning
for a target starting from inside the visual receptive field. The accuracy as well as precision of orientation
responses are respectively measured, within the audio-visual integration window, as the absolute mean and
standard deviation of orientation error.

velocities. The robot therefore turns with a relatively greater angular velocity (Fig. 7I).
This may result in the robot overshooting the target, but this overshoot is compensated
for relatively quickly by a immediate subsequent turn in reverse. This is because when
the robot overshoots the target the signs of the auditory and visual directional cues,485

respectively xa and xv, are reversed. The cue integration rule therefore computes an
overall wheel velocity that is of opposite sign, making the robot turn in the opposite
direction. This relatively fast compensation against overshoots by the robot maintains
the target in the centres of the robot’s auditory and visual receptive fields and decreases
the mean orientation error (Fig. 7J). This mechanism also compensates for errors in490

cue integration due to noise in the auditory cue relatively quickly. This implies rela-
tively small weight updates for both the auditory and visual cues. The significant lag
experienced by the robot when the auditory signal disappears is also compensated for
relatively quickly, as soon as the auditory signal reappears.

To evaluate the performance gain obtained with concurrent intramodal and cross-495

modal learning, we again analyse the orientation error for the duration over which the
target is inside the visual receptive field. In both cases, we compute both the absolute
mean and standard deviation of the orientation error (Fig. 8) as earlier. These values are
calculated over the time period in which audio-visual cue integration occurs (shaded
regions in Fig. 7A–E and 7F–I). As observed earlier, both the mean and standard de-500

viation are relatively lower when both intramodal and crossmodal learning are concur-
rently active as compared to when crossmodal-only learning is active. This again con-
firms our hypothesis that concurrent intramodal learning enhances crossmodal learning
and improves both the accuracy and precision of multisensory orientation responses.
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Figure 9: Orientation performance of concurrent intramodal and crossmodal learning for the asymmetric
neural circuit versus the proposed symmetric neural circuit. The target starts from outside the visual receptive
field. The accuracy as well as precision of orientation responses are respectively measured, within the audio-
visual integration window, as the absolute mean and standard deviation of orientation error.

3.3. Symmetric vs. asymmetric crossmodal learning505

We compare the tracking performance obtained through symmetric crossmodal
learning against that obtained through asymmetric crossmodal learning proposed by
us earlier Shaikh et al. (2018). Symmetric cross-modal learning simultaneously ad-
justs the visual weight to compensate for the inherent errors in the auditory weight
updates due to noise in the auditory cue. This ensures that the cue combination as a510

whole has greater accuracy and precision. The additional contribution to the visual
cue weight makes the cue integration rule compute relatively greater wheel velocities.
Consequently, the robot orients relatively faster towards the target. This reduces mean
orientation error as well as oscillations in the robot’s movements. Figure 9 illustrates
the comparative tracking performance quantified in terms of the absolute mean and515

standard deviation in orientation error. It is evident that the result of multisensory ori-
entation responses are relatively more accurate and precise when crossmodal learning
updates the neural cue weights of both sensory modalities. In comparison, when the
neural cue weight of only one sensory modality (in this case audition) is updated via
crossmodal learning, the multisensory orientation responses are relatively less accurate520

and precise.

3.4. Multisensory depression and enhancement: sub-additivity, additivity and super-
additivity

We also quantify effects such as multisensory depression (sub-additivity) and en-
hancement (additivity and super-additivity). Sub-additivity refers to the condition where525

the responses to multimodal stimulus are lower than the sum of the responses to modality-
specific stimulus presented in isolation. Additivity and super-additivity refer to the con-
ditions where the responses to multimodal stimulus are respectively equal to the sum
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Figure 10: Multisensory effects observed during the trials when intramodal learning is disabled (a) and when
intramodal learning is enabled (b). Light blue bars represent crossmodal enhancement index computed when
the target is outside the visual field (only auditory cues available) and moving towards it. Dark blue bars
represent crossmodal enhancement index computed when the target is inside the visual field (both auditory
and visual cues available). Medium blue bars represent crossmodal enhancement index computed when the
target is outside the visual field (only auditory cues available) and moving away from it.

of and greater than the sum of the responses to modality-specific stimulus presented
in isolation. We use the crossmodal enhancement index (CRE) given by (9) as the de-530

scriptive measure of the multisensory effect. CRE is computed as a percentage of the
multisensory response when the most effective modality-specific stimulus is presented
in isolation Meredith & Stein (1983). Thus, the multisensory effect is manifested as a
proportion of the strongest unisensory response. Effectiveness of a modality specific
stimulus is measured as its magnitude, and the multisensory response is the wheel ve-535

locity v. In (9) CS is the mean response to crossmodal (both auditory and visual cues
present) stimulus and ES is the mean response to the most effective modality-specific
stimulus.

CRE (%) =
(CS−ES)

ES
×100 % (9)

Initially, when the audio-visual target is outside the visual receptive field and mov-
ing towards it, there is no visual signal and the auditory signal when available is of rela-540

tively large magnitude. In this part of the trial multisensory depression or sub-additivity
is observed both when intramodal learning is disabled (Fig. 10A, light blue bars) and
when intramodal learning is enabled (Fig. 10B, light blue bars), in all trials. When the
target enters the visual receptive field, the combined learning updates the weights to
generate relatively large multisensory responses. Therefore, in this part of the trial,545

multisensory enhancement is observed for all trials. However, when intramodal learn-
ing is disabled, additivity is observed (Fig. 10A, dark blue bars) and when intramodal
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learning is enabled, super-additivity is observed (Fig. 10B, dark blue bars). When the
target exits the visual receptive field, the visual signal is absent and the auditory signal,
when available, is of relatively small magnitude as the robot is roughly aligned with550

the target. In this part of the trial, super-additivity is observed for most trials when
intramodal learning is disabled (Fig. 10A, medium blue bars). When intramodal learn-
ing is enabled, additivity is observed in some trials while sub-additivity is observed in
other trials (Fig. 10B, medium blue bars).

4. Conclusions and future directions555

We presented an adaptive neural circuit for multimodal spatial cue combination
that implements concurrent intramodal and symmetric crossmodal learning. The neural
circuit performs cue integration of auditory and visual directional stimuli. We tested
our hypothesis that intramodal learning enhances symmetric crossmodal learning and
the resultant multisensory orientation responses in an audio-visual target tracking task.560

A simulated robotic agent must orient and track an audio-visual target that moves with
a randomly varying linear velocity. We conducted robotic trials in simulation in two
scenarios—(a) when the audio-visual target started from the outside the visual spatial
receptive field of the robot and (b) when the audio-visual target started from inside the
visual spatial receptive field of the robot. We conducted ten independent trials for each565

scenario where the target emitted noisy and intermittent auditory signals. Irrespective
of the initial position of the target, concurrent intramodal and crossmodal learning
improved both the accuracy and precision of the orientation responses, as compared
to those generated via crossmodal-only learning. Furthermore, the neural circuit also
exhibited multisensory effects such as sub-additivity, additivity and super-additivity.570

From the perspective of robotic audio-visual target tracking, our proposed neural
circuit offers several features that simplify the multisensory processing, speed up ori-
entation responses and allow for real-time implementation. Our neural circuit does not
require a priori information about noise in the sensor signals, nor does it require mod-
elling uncertainty in sensor information. The neural circuit performs adaptive audio-575

visual cue integration on a moment-by-moment basis using only a single multisensory
neuron to compute motor velocity. This tightly couples perception to action. This al-
lows the robot controller to better deal with unpredictable events such as intermittent
audio signals and random changes in target velocity as compared to controllers based
on the sense-plan-act paradigm Cherubini et al. (2015). The symmetric crossmodal580

learning across modalities allows the neural circuit to compensate for errors in sensor
data in either modality. Finally, the correlation learning-based algorithm ensures that
the synaptic weights converge to their optimal values when the information from both
auditory and visual sensors is spatially congruent. Simulating pure localisation, where
the learned output is the relative sound direction is a valid alternative to our approach of585

directly learning motor velocities. However, to utilise the learning algorithm presented
here, this sound direction output must still be mapped to some motor output to rotate
the microphones and the camera towards the target. The learning algorithm used in this
study is specifically designed to learn sensorimotor mappings as its core functioning
depends on a motor output that modifies the sensory information. Thus, a simulated590

robot is a necessary component to realise the proposed neural circuit.
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Our multimodal spatial cue combination model is based entirely on temporal cor-
relations between spatial information extracted from spatially congruent events in the
participating sensory modalities. Correlation has been suggested as a general mecha-
nism for multisensory integration in the brain Parise & Ernst (2016). The neural path-595

ways involved in multisensory processing exhibit a hierarchy of participating anatom-
ical structures. For example, the superior colliculus receives upstream inputs from the
primary sensory cortices and downstream inputs from the association cortex Rowland
et al. (2007). Another feature of our model is the moment-by-moment cue integra-
tion. However, evidence suggesting that this plasticity is occurring for each sample of600

the participating sensory stimuli at a moment-by-moment basis Miller et al. (2017) is
sparse. Multisensory integration has been shown to be an adaptive mechanism Stein &
Rowland (2011). The correlation-based learning, a form of associative learning, may
therefore be a feasible mechanism underlying synaptic plasticity during both multisen-
sory and unisensory integration. There is some psychophysical evidence to suggest605

that multisensory integration enhances subsequent unisensory integration Shams et al.
(2011). This enhancement may also be brought about by associative learning mech-
anisms. Our hypothetical study that suggests an interplay between intramodal and
crossmodal learning mechanisms, and that intramodal learning may serve to enhance
crossmodal learning. However, neurophysiological evidence for such concurrent inter-610

play between intramodal and crossmodal learning is lacking and further investigation
of possible neural mechanisms is warranted.

The proposed neural circuit is computationally cheap and the end-to-end learning
model implements fast and continuous (re-)learning of sensorimotor mappings that
tightly couple perception and action. Biological localisation can also be viewed as a615

problem that involves tight coupling between perception and action. We instinctively
perform saccadic head and eye movements towards unexpected audio-visual targets
that attract our attention. For example, a loud noise or flash of light in our sensory
periphery directs our attention via orientation of the eyes and/or head towards the spa-
tial location of the event. The brain must combine spatially congruent auditory and620

visual cues to generate appropriate motor commands for such smooth and accurate ori-
entation. Spatial orientation of attention is an automatic reflexive saccade requiring
significantly less computational resources Mayer et al. (2004) suggesting that percep-
tion and action may be tightly coupled in such tasks as well.
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